Stochastic Gradient Descent or SGD is the most popular optimization algorithm for large-scale problems. SGD estimates the gradient by uniform sampling with sample size one. There have been several other works that suggest faster epoch-wise convergence by using weighted non-uniform sampling for better gradient estimates. Unfortunately, the per-iteration cost of maintaining this adaptive distribution for gradient estimation is more than calculating the full gradient itself, which we call the chicken-and-the-egg loop. As a result, the false impression of faster convergence in iterations, in reality, leads to slower convergence in time. In this paper, we break this barrier by providing the first demonstration of a scheme, Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) sampled Stochastic Gradient Descent (LGD), which leads to superior gradient estimation while keeping the sampling cost per iteration similar to that of the uniform sampling. Such an algorithm is possible due to the sampling view of LSH, which came to light recently. As a consequence of superior and fast estimation, we reduce the running time of all existing gradient descent algorithms, that relies on gradient estimates including Adam, Ada-grad, etc. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposal with experiments on linear models as well as the non-linear BERT, which is a recent popular deep learning based language representation model. * This is a full version of work in ICLR 2018 Workshop, that has been accepted with the title "Fast and
Motivation
Stochastic gradient descent or commonly known as SGD is the most popular choice of optimization algorithm in large-scale setting for its computational efficiency. A typical interest in Machine Learning is to minimize the average loss function f over the training data, with respect to the parameters θ, i.e., the objective function of interest is
Throughout the paper, our training data D = {x i , y i } N i=1 will have N instances with d dimensional features x i ∈ R d and labels y i . The labels can be continuous real valued for regression problems. For classification problem, they will take value in a discrete set, i.e., y i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}. Typically, the function f is convex, thus a Gradient Descent (GD) algorithm can achieve the global optimum. The objective function for least squares, f (x i , θ) = (θ · x i − y i ) 2 , used in regression setting is a classical example of f . SGD [4] samples an instance x j uniformly from N instances, and performs the gradient descent update:
where η t is the step size at the t th iteration. The gradient ∇f (x j , θ t−1 ) is only evaluated on x j , using the current θ t−1 . It should be noted that a full gradient of the objective is given by the average
∇f (x i , θ t−1 ). Thus, a uniformly sampled gradient ∇f (x j , θ t−1 ) is an unbiased estimator of the full gradient, i.e.,
This is the key reason why, despite only using one sample, SGD still converges to the local minima, analogously to full gradient descent, provided η t is chosen properly [28, 4] .
It is known that the convergence rate of SGD is slower than that of the full gradient descent [29] . Nevertheless, the cost of computing the full gradient requires O(N ) evaluations of ∇f compared to just O(1) evaluation in SGD. Thus, with the cost of one epoch of full gradient descent, SGD can perform O(N ) epochs, which overcompensates the slow convergence (One epoch is one pass of the training data). Therefore, despite slow convergence rates, SGD is almost always the chosen algorithm in large-scale settings as the calculation of the full gradient in every epoch is prohibitively slow. Further improving SGD is still an active area of research. Any such improvement will directly speed up most of the state-of-the-art algorithms in machine learning.
The slower convergence of SGD in iterations is expected due to the poor estimation of the gradient (the average) by only sampling a single instance uniformly. Clearly, the variance of the one-sample estimator is high. As a consequence, there have been several efforts in finding better sampling strategies for estimating the gradients [36, 24, 37, 2] . The key idea behind these methods is to replace sampling from a uniform distribution with sampling from a weighted distribution which leads towards a lower and even optimal variance.
However, obtaining the optimal weighted distribution is not a straightforward task, due to its correlation with the L 2 norm of the gradients. Therefore, whenever the parameters and the gradients change, the weighted distribution has to change. Unfortunately, as argued in [16, 26] , all of these adaptive sampling methods for SGD, suffer from what we call the chicken-and-egg loop -adaptive sampling improves stochastic estimation but maintaining the required adaptive distribution will cost up to O(N ) per iteration, which is also the cost of computing the full gradient exactly (or at least not O(1)). Not surprisingly [23] showed another O(N ) scheme that improves the running time compared with SGD using O(N ) leverage scores [35] sampling. However, as noted O(N ) per iteration is prohibitive.
To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any generic sampling scheme for adaptive gradient estimation, where the cost of maintaining and updating the distribution, per iteration, is O(1) which is comparable to SGD. Our work provides first such sampling scheme utilizing the recent advances in sampling and unbiased estimation using Locality Sensitive Hashing [30, 31] .
Related Work: Adaptive Sampling for SGD
For non-uniform sampling, we can sample each x i with an associated weight w i . These w i 's can be tuned to minimize the variance. It was first shown in [2] , that sampling x i with probability in proportion to the L 2 norm (euclidean norm) of the gradient, i.e. ||∇f (x i , θ t−1 )|| 2 , leads to the optimal distribution that minimizes the variance. However, sampling x i with probability in proportion to w i = ||∇f (x i , θ t−1 )|| 2 , requires first computing all the w i 's, which change in every iteration because θ t−1 gets updated. Therefore, maintaining the values of w i 's is even costlier than computing the full gradient. [16] proposed to mitigate this overhead partially by exploiting additional side information such as the cluster structure of the data. Prior to the realization of optimal variance distribution, [36] and [24] proposed to sample a training instance with a probability proportional to the Lipschitz constant of the function f (x i , θ t−1 ) or ∇f (x i , θ t−1 ) respectively. It is worth mentioning that before these works, a similar idea was used in designing importance sampling-based low-rank matrix approximation algorithms. The resulting sampling methods, known as leverage score sampling, are again proportional to the squared Euclidean norms of rows and columns of the underlying matrix [13] . Nevertheless, as argued, in [16] , the cost of maintaining the distribution is prohibitive.
The Chicken-and-Egg Loop: In summary, to speed up the convergence of stochastic gradient descent, we need non-uniform sampling for better estimates (low variance) of the full gradient. Any interesting non-uniform sampling is dependent on the data and the parameter θ t which changes in every iteration. Thus, maintaining the non-uniform distribution for estimation requires O(N ) computations to calculate the weight w i , which is the same cost as computing it exactly. It is not even clear that there exists any sweet and adaptive distribution which breaks this computational chicken-and-egg loop. We provide the first affirmative answer by giving an unusual distribution which is derived from probabilistic indexing based on locality sensitive hashing.
Our Contributions: In this work, we propose a novel LSH-based sampler, that breaks the aforementioned chicken-and-egg loop. Our algorithm, which we call LSH sampled Stochastic Gradient Descent (LGD), are generated via hash lookups which have O(1) cost. Moreover, the probability of selecting x i is provably adaptive. Therefore, the current gradient estimates is likely to have lower variance, compared to a single sample SGD, while the computational complexity of sampling is constant and of the order of SGD sampling cost. Furthermore, we demonstrate that LGD can be utilized to speed up any existing gradient-based optimization algorithm such as AdaGrad [14] . We also show the power of LGD with experiments on both linear and non-linear models.
As a direct consequence, we obtain a generic and efficient gradient descent algorithm which converges significantly faster than SGD, both in terms of iterations as well as running time. It should be noted that rapid iteration or epoch-wise convergence alone does not imply computational efficiency. For instance, Newtons method converges faster, epoch-wise, than any first-order gradient descent, but it is prohibitively slow in practice. The wall clock time or the amount of floating point operations performed to reach convergence should be the metric of consideration for useful conclusions.
Accuracy Vs Running Time: It is rare to see any fair (same computational setting) empirical comparisons of SGD with existing adaptive SGD schemes, which compare the improvement in accuracy with respect to running time on the same computational platform. Almost all methods compare accuracy with the number of epochs. It is unfair to SGD which can complete O(N ) updates at the computational cost (or running time) of one update for adaptive sampling schemes.
The LGD Algorithm

A Generic Framework for Efficient Gradient Estimation
Our algorithm leverages the efficient estimations using locality sensitive hashing, which usually beats random sampling estimators while keeping the sampling cost near-constant. We first provide the intuition of our proposal, and the analysis will follow. Figure 1 shows the complete work-flow of LGD algorithm. Consider least squares regression with loss function 1
where θ t is the parameter in the t th iteration. The gradient is just like a partition function in classical discrete system. If we simply follow the procedures in [31] , we can easily show a generic unbiased estimator via adaptive sampling. However, better sampling alternatives are possible.
Observing that the gradient, with respect to θ t concerning x i , is given by 2(y i − θ t · x i )x i , the L 2 norm of the gradient can therefore be written as an absolute value of inner product.
where [θ t , −1] is a vector concatenation of θ with −1. According to [16] ,
is also the optimal sampling weight for x i . Therefore, if the data is normalized, we should sample x i in proportion to w i * = [θ t , −1] · [x i , y i ] , i.e. large magnitude inner products should be sampled with higher probability.
As argued, such sampling process is expensive because w * i changes with θ t . We address this issue by designing a sampling process that does not exactly sample with probability w * i but instead samples from a different weighted distribution which is a monotonic function of w * i . Specifically, we sample from w lsh i = f (w * i ), where f is some monotonic function. Before we describe the efficient sampling process, we first argue that a monotonic sampling is a good choice for gradient estimation. Figure 2 in the appendix helps visualize the relation among optimal weighted distribution (target), uniform sampling in SGD and adaptive sampling in LGD.
For any monotonic function f , the weighted distribution w lsh i = f (w * i ) is still adaptive and changes with θ t . Also, due to monotonicity, if the optimal sampling prefers x i over x j i.e. w * i ≥ w * j , then monotonic sampling will also have same preference, i.e., w lsh 
There are a few more technical subtleties due to the absolute value of inner product [θ t , −1[·[x i , y i ] , rather than the inner product itself. However, the square of the absolute value of the inner product
can also be written as an inner product as it is a quadratic kernel, and T is the corresponding feature expansion transformation. Again square is monotonic function, and therefore, our sampling is still monotonic as composition of monotonic functions is monotonic. Thus, technically we hash T ([x i , y i ]) to create hash tables and the query at t th step is T ([θ t , −1]).
Once an x i is sampled via LSH sampling (Algorithm 1), we can precisely compute the probability of its sampling, i.e., p i . It is not difficult to show that our estimation of full gradient is unbiased (Section 2.3).
Algorithm and Implementation Details
We first describe the detailed step of our gradient estimator in Algorithm 2. We also provide the sampling algorithm 1 with detail. Assume that we have access to the right LSH function h, and its collision probability expression cp(x, y) = P r(h(x) = h(y)). For linear regression, we can use signed random projections, simhash [8] , or MIPS hashing. With normalized data, simhash collision
, which is monotonic in the inner product. Furthermore, we centered the data we need to store in the LSH hash table to make the simhash query more efficient. 
LGD with Adaptive Learning Rate The learning rate or step size η in SGD is a one parameter approximation to the inverse of the Hessian (second order derivative) [5] . Time based (or step based) decay and exponential decay [34] have been empirically found to work well. Furthermore, [14] proposed the popular AdaGrad which is dimension specific adaptive learning rate based on first order gradient information. Although the methods mentioned above also help improve the convergence of SGD by tweaking the learning rate, LGD is not an alternative but a complement to them. In LGD implementation, AdaGrad as well as those learning rate decay methods are customized options that can be used in conjunction.
Running Time of Sampling
The computational cost of SGD sampling is merely a single random number generator. The cost of gradient update (equation 2) is one inner product, which is d multiplications. If we want to design an adaptive sampling procedure that beats SGD, the sampling cost cannot be significantly larger than d multiplications.
The cost of LGD sampling (Algorithm 1) is K × l hash computations followed by l + 1 random number generator, (1 extra for sampling from the bucket). Since the scheme works for any K, we can always choose K small enough so that empty buckets are rare (see [31] ). In all of our experiments, K = 5 for which l is almost always 1. Thus, we require K hash computations and only two random number generations. If we use very sparse random projections, then K hash computations only require a constant d multiplications. For example, in all our experiments we only need d 30 multiplication, in expectation, to get all the hashes using sparse projections. Therefore, our sampling cost is significantly less than d multiplication which is the cost of gradient update. Using fast hash computation is critical for our method to work in practice.
LGD (red lines) and plain SGD (blue lines). We can clearly see the big gap between them representing LGD converge faster than SGD even in time-wise. Subplots (d)(e) shows the results for same comparisons but in epoch-wise.
Near-Neighbor is Costlier than LSH-Sampling
It might be tempting to use approximate near-neighbor search with query θ t to find x i . Near-neighbor search has been used in past [11] to speed up coordinate descent. However, near-neighbor queries are expensive due to candidate generation and filtering. It is still sub-linear in N (and not constant). Thus, even if we see epoch-wise faster convergence, iterations with a near-neighbor query would be orders of magnitude slower than a single SGD iteration. Moreover, the sampling probability of x cannot be calculated for near-neighbor search which would cause bias in the gradient estimates.
It is important to note that although LSH is heavily used for near-neighbor search, in our case, we use it as a sampler. For efficient near neighbor search, K and L grow with N [18] . In contrast, the sampling works for any K and l 2 as small as one leading to only approximately 1.5 times the cost of SGD iteration (see section 3). Efficient unbiased estimation is the key difference that makes sampling practical while near-neighbor query prohibitive. It is unlikely that a near-neighbor query would beat SGD in time, while sampling would.
Variance and Convergence Analysis
In section 1, we have discussed the convergence guarantees for SGD on convex functions under the assumptions of Lipschitz-continuous objective gradients with Lipschitz constant L > 0. Now we strengthen the importance of reducing the variance of for faster convergence rate. It is well-known that GD converges at a linear rate while SGD converges to a slower sublinear convergence rate. The key reason for the much slower rate is due to the relatively large variance of the SGD estimator. Specifically, assume that the variance of SGD is bounded in a relatively smaller manner, the expected decrease in the objective function yielded by the t th step is bounded by [6] ,
If variance term E[ ∇f (x i , θ t ) 2 ] = 0, then SGD would have had linear convergence rate with a constant step size similar to GD. However, due to the stochasticity introduced by the gradient estimation, the variance, smaller step size is chosen and thereby slowing down the convergence [5] . Clearly, lowering the variance of the estimator directly helps improve the convergence rate.
Therefore, in this section, we first prove that our estimator of the gradient is unbiased with bounded variance which is sufficient for convergence. We further argue about conditions under which LGD will have lower variance than SGD. Denote S b as the bucket that contains a set of samples which has the same hash value (same bucket) as the query and x m is the chosen sample in Algorithm 1. For simplicity we denote the query as θ t and p i = cp(x i , θ t ) K (1 − cp(x i , θ t ) K ) l−1 as the probability of x i belonging to that bucket. Theorem 1. The following expression is an unbiased estimator of the full gradient:
Theorem 2. The Trace of the covariance of our estimator:
The trace of the covariance of LGD is the total variance of the descent direction. The variance can be minimized when the sampling probability of x i is proportional to the L 2 -norm of the gradient we mentioned in Section 1.1. The intuition of the advantage of LGD estimator comes from sampling x i under a distribution monotonic to the optimal one. We first make a simple comparison of the variance of LGD with that of SGD theoretically and then in Section 3 and we would further empirically show the drastic superiority of LGD over SGD. Lemma 1. The Trace of the covariance of LGD's estimator is smaller than that of SGD's estimator if
We analyze a simple case that if the data is uniformly distributed, such that every collision probability is the same. It is trivial to see that the trace of the covariance of LGD is exactly the same as SGD from equation 8. Intuitively, this happens when all the gradient norms are equal. Therefore, SGD would perform well if the data is uniform, but this is unlikely in practice.
Observe that when the gradients are large, p i is also large due to the monotonicity of p i with gradient norms. As a result, the term N j=1
pi is likely to be much smaller than N making the corresponding component of LHS (left hand side) smaller favoring LGD estimator. In a real scenario, with more of a power-law behavior, we have few large gradients, and most other gradients would be uniform in expectation. In such cases, We can expect LGD to have smaller variance. Rigorous characterization of distributions where LGD is better than SGD is hard due to correlations between gradients and collision probabilities ps as well as the size of buckets. [7] shows that such analysis is only possible under several query and data specific assumptions. A rigorous analysis in the gradient descent settings where both query and data distribution changes in every iteration is left for the future work.
Here we provide the analysis based on assumptions on the data. We first upper bound the left side of equation 8 by,
Assume the normalized collision probability follows Pareto distribution [3] , which is a power-law probability distribution. If X is a random variable with a Pareto (Type I) distribution, then the probability that X is greater than some number x, is P r(
x m is the minimum possible value of X, and α is a positive parameter. Then N j=1 pj N (mean) is µ p = αxm α−1 . Assume p i is sorted in descending order and let first separate the right side of equation 9 into two parts,
making lemma 1 a reasonable condition if the distribution of the gradient norm also follows power-law. Because the large gradient norm terms will be on the LHS and the small gradient terms are on the RHS and under power-law assumption the small gradient norms terms drop off extremely fast.
In practice, we can tune parameter K for our hashing scheme in LGD, which controls the values of p i . With this tuning, we achieve better controls over relative decays of p i leading to more possibilities of better variance. Recall that the collision probability
Note that l here, according to Algorithm 1 is the number of tables that have been utilized by the sampling process. In most practical cases and also in our experiment, K and l are relatively small. L, which is the total number of hash tables, should be large to ensure enough independence across samples, but it does not contribute to the sampling time (See Alg. 1). Overall, our experiments show that LGD is efficient and generally achieves smaller variance than SGD by setting small enough values of K and l making the sampling process as efficient as SGD.
LGD for Logistic Regression We can derive a similar form of LGD for logistic regression. Noted that the label y i ∈ {−1, +1}. The loss function of logistic regression can be written as,
, s where the l 2 norm of the gradient can be derived as,
when x i is normalized to have unit norm. Similar to linear regression, we get two quantities in the inner product, y i · x i and −θ t . The inner product is monotonic to 1 e y i θ t x i +1 , which is the l 2 norm of the gradient. To apply our LGD framework for estimating the gradient, we can preprocess y i · x i into hash tables and query with −θ t for efficient and adaptive sampling.
Experiments
Linear regression is a basic and commonly used supervised machine learning algorithm for prediction. Deep learning models recently become popular for their state-of-the-art performance on Natural Language Processing (NLP) and also Computer Vision tasks. Therefore, we chose both linear regression and deep learning models as the target experiment tasks to examine the effectiveness of our algorithm. We follow the following four steps: (1) Compare the quality of samples retrieved by LGD and that of samples retrieved by SGD. According to Section 2.1, high quality samples have larger gradient L 2 norm. (2) Compare the convergence of linear regression task in time using SGD and LGD. (3) Compare the convergence of linear regression task in time using SGD with AdaGrad and LGD with AdaGrad. (4) Compare the epoch-wise convergence of NLP tasks between SGD and LGD in with BERT [10] .
Dataset: We used three large regression, YearPredictionMSD [22] ,Slice [22] , UJIIndoorLoc [32] , and two NLP benchmarks, MRPC [12] , RTE [33] . The details are shown in Table 4 and Appendix.
Linear Regression Tasks
3 Three regression datasets were preprocessed as described in Section 2.2. Note that for all the experiments, the choice of the gradient decent algorithm was the same. For both SGD and LGD, the only difference in the gradient algorithm was the gradient estimator. For SGD, a random sampling estimator was used, while for LGD, the estimator used the adaptive estimator. We used fixed values K = 5 and L = 100 for all the datasets. l is the number of hash tables that have been searched before landing in a non-empty bucket in a query. In our experiments l is almost always as low as 1. L only affects preprocessing but not sampling. Our hash function was simhash (or signed random projections) and we used sparse random projections with sparsity 1 30 for speed. We know that epoch-wise convergence is not a true indicator of speed as it hides per epoch computation. Our main focus is convergence with running time, which is a better indicator of computational efficiency. Figure 4 : LGD, SGD vs. True Gradient In the first experiment, as a sanity check, we first verify weather
LGD samples data point with probability monotonic to L 2 norm of the gradient mentioned in section 2.1. In order to do that, we freeze the optimization at an intermediate iteration and use the θ at that moment to sample data points with LGD as well as SGD to compute gradient L 2 norm separately. We observe that if freezing at the beginning iterations, the difference of average gradient norm between
LGD and SGD samples is not obvious. This is not surprising because model θ is initialized randomly.
To visualize the quality difference of SGD and LGD samples more clearly, we choose to freeze after 1 4 epoch of cold start. The upper three plots in Figure 9 show the comparison of the sampled gradient norm of LGD and SGD. X-axis represents the number of samples that we averaged in the above process. It is obvious that LGD sampled points have larger gradient norm than SGD ones consistently across all three datasets.
In addition, we also do a sanity check that if empirically, the chosen sample from LGD get better estimation of the true gradient direction than that of SGD. Again, we freeze the program at an intermediate iteration like the experiments above. Then we compute the angular similarity of full gradient (average over the training data) direction with both LGD and SGD gradient direction, where,
. From the right two plots in Figure 9 , we can see that in average, LGD estimated gradient has smaller angle (more aligned) to true gradient than SGD estimated gradient.The variance of both norm and cosine similarity reduce when averaging them over samples as shown in plots. 
SGD+adaGrad Training Loss
LGD+adaGrad Training Loss
LGD+adaGrad Training Loss Figure 6 : The comparisons of Wall clock training loss convergence are made between LGD+adaGrad and SGD+adaGrad separately in three datasets. We can again see the similar gap between them representing LGD converge faster than SGD in timewise. Epoch-wise comparisons are in appendix.
LGD vs. SGD In this section, we compare vanilla SGD with LGD, i.e., we use simple SGD with fixed learning rate. This basic experiment aims to demonstrate the performance of pure LGD and SGD without involving other factors like L 1 /L 2 regularization on linear regression task. In such a way, we can quantify the superiority of LGD more easily. We tried a sweep of initial step size from 1e −5 to 1e −1 and choose the one that will lead to convergence with LGD and SGD. Figure 10 shows the decrease in the squared loss error with epochs. Blue lines represent SGD and red lines represent LGD. It is obvious that LGD converges much faster than SGD in both training and testing loss comparisons. This is not surprising with the claims in Section 2.2 and theoretical proof in Section 2.3. Since LGD uses slightly more computations per epoch than SGD does, it is hard to defend if LGD gains enough benefits simply from the epoch-wise comparisons. We therefore also show the decrease in error with wall clock time also in figure 10 . Wall clock time is the actual quantification of speedups. Again, on every single dataset, LGD shows faster time-wise convergence as well.
As argued in section 1.1, our LGD algorithm is complimentary to any gradient-based optimization algorithm. We repeated the first experiment but using AdaGrad [14] instead of plain SGD. Figure 12 shows running time comparisons on LGD and SGD training convergence. The trends as expected are similar to those of LGD vs. SGD. LGD with AdaGrad outperforms AdaGrad (SGD) estimates of gradients both epoch-wise and time-wise.
BERT Tasks
BERT [10] , a recent popular language representation model, is designed to pre-train deep bidirectional representations that can be fine-tuned jointly with just one additional layer to create state-of-the-art models for various tasks. To strengthen the power of LGD, we adapted LGD in BERT for several natural language processing (NLP) tasks. The implementation details were included in the appendix. We used two popular benchmarks in NLP, MRPC and RTE, and replicated the same experiments setting in BERT paper. For the pre-trained model, we chose BERT base because it performs more stable for such smaller downstream tasks. For each task, we ran fine-tunings for 3 epochs with batch size 32 and used Adam optimizer with initial learning rates 2e. As for LSH parameter, we chose K = 7, L = 10. Results are presented in Figure 5 . We show that LGD outperformed SGD in epoch-wise convergence on both tasks with a substantial margin. It is encouraging because in the previous section, we have shown that even with the hashing overhead, LGD leads to faster time-wise convergence. We do not explore the time-wise convergence comparison between LGD and SGD in current tasks because BERT is implemented in Tensorflow [1] and Pytorch [25] on GPU. We currently only have the CPU implementation of LSH. Therefore running LGD algorithm on BERT creates an extra overhead of switching between GPUs and CPUs. An efficient GPU implementation of LGD can be an independent research interest for future work. This section is to demonstrate the power of LGD in non-linear models.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel LSH-based sampler with a reduction to the gradient estimation variance. We achieved it by sampling with probability proportional to the L 2 norm of the instances gradients leading to an optimal distribution that minimizes the variance of estimation. More remarkably, LGD is as computationally efficient as SGD but achieves faster convergence not only epoch-wise but also time-wise.
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A More details for LSH
In this section, we first describe a recent advancement in the theory of sampling and estimation using locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [18] which will be heavily used in our proposal. Before we get into the details of sampling, let us revise the two-decade-old theory of LSH.
A.1 Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH)
This section briefly reviews LSH for large-scale nearest-neighbor search. Please refer to [19, 20] for more details.
A favorite sub-linear time algorithm for approximating the nearest-neighbor search uses the underlying theory of Locality Sensitive Hashing [19] . LSH is a family of functions, with the property that similar input objects in the domain of these functions have a higher probability of colliding in the range space than non-similar ones. In formal terms, consider H a family of hash functions mapping R to some set S. Definition 1 (LSH Family). A family H is called (S 0 , cS 0 , p 1 , p 2 )-sensitive if for any two point x, y ∈ R and h chosen uniformly from H satisfies the following:
• if Sim(x, y) ≥ S 0 then P r(h(x) = h(y)) ≥ p 1
• if Sim(x, y) ≤ cS 0 then P r(h(x) = h(y)) ≤ p 2
For approximate nearest neighbor search typically, p 1 > p 2 and c < 1 is needed. LSH allows us to construct data structures that give provably efficient query time algorithms for approximate nearest-neighbor problem with the associated similarity measure. 
where M is a monotonically increasing function. Essentially, similar items are more likely to collide with each other under the same hash fingerprint. In fact, most of the popular known LSH family, such as SimHash (Section A.2), actually satisfies this stronger property. It can be noted that Equation 12 automatically guarantees the two required conditions in Definition 1 for any S 0 and c < 1.
It was shown [19] that having a LSH family for a given similarity measure is sufficient for efficiently solving a nearest-neighbor search problem in sub-linear time.
The algorithm uses two parameters, (K, L). We construct L independent hash tables from the collection C. Each hash table has a meta-hash function H that is formed by concatenating K random independent hash functions from F. Given a query, we collect one bucket from each hash table and return the union of L buckets. Figure 7 shows the visualization of the hash tables. Intuitively, the meta-hash function makes the buckets sparse and reduces the number of false positives, because only valid nearest-neighbor items are likely to match all K hash values for a given query. The union of the L buckets decreases the number of false negatives by increasing the number of potential buckets that could hold valid nearest-neighbor items.
The candidate generation algorithm works in two phases [See [31] for details]:
1. Pre-processing Phase: We construct L hash tables from the data by storing all elements x ∈ C. We only store pointers to the vector in the hash tables because storing whole data vectors is very memory inefficient.
2. Query Phase: Given a query Q; we will search for its nearest-neighbors. We report the union from all of the buckets collected from the L hash tables. Note, we do not scan all of the elements in C, we only probe L different buckets, one bucket for each hash table.
After generating the set of potential candidates, the nearest-neighbor is computed by comparing the distance between each item in the candidate set and the query. Figure 8 : shows the optimal weighted distribution (target), uniform sampling in SGD and adaptive sampling in LGD.
Target LSH Uniform
A.2 Popular LSH: Signed Random Projections (SimHash) and Cosine Similarity
SimHash is a popular LSH, which originates from the concept of Signed Random Projections (SRP) [9, 27, 17] for the cosine similarity measure. Given a vector x, SRP utilizes a random w vector LGD (red lines) and SGD sampled (blue lines). As argued before, LGD samples with probability monotonic to L 2 norm of the gradients while SGD samples uniformly. It matches with the results shown in the plots that LGD queries points with larger gradient than SGD does. Subplots (d)(e)(f) show the comparison of the cosine similarity between gradient estimated by LGD and the true gradient and the cosine similarity between gradient estimated by SGD and the true gradient. Note that the variance of both norm and cosine similarity reduce when we average over more samples.
with each component generated from i.i.d. normal, i.e., w i ∼ N (0, 1), and only stores the sign of the projection. Formally SimHash is given by
It was shown in the seminal work [15] that collision probability under SRP satisfies the following equation:
where θ = cos −1
The term x T y x 2· y 2 is the cosine similarity. There is a variant of SimHash where, instead of w i ∼ N (0, 1), we choose each w i independently as either +1 or -1 with probability 1 2 . It is known that this variant performs similarly to the one with w ∼ N (0, 1) [27] . Since 1 − θ π is monotonic to cosine similarity S, it is a valid LSH.
SGD Training Loss
LGD Training Loss (b) Slice
LGD Training Loss (e) SliceLGD (red lines) and plain SGD (blue lines) separately on three datasets. We can clearly see the big gap between them representing LGD converge faster than SGD even in time wise. Subplots (d)(e)(f) shows the results for same comparisons but in epoch wise. We can see that LGD converges even faster than SGD which is not surprising because LGD costs a bit more time than SGD does in every iteration.
selects a hash table to retrieve a sample. If the bucket is empty, LGD will keep searching in L tables until it finds a non-empty bucket.
B.2 LGD for Mini-batch
There is a compromise between computing the batch gradient and the gradient at a single sample called mini-batch gradient descent [21] . It computes the gradient against more than one training sample at each step, and the batch size is also a hyper-parameter that can be tuned for better performance. It results in smoother convergence, as the gradient computed at each step is averaged over more training examples. This trick can also be applied to LGD without affecting its efficiency. We can see that according to the hash codes of the query, a random sample from the matching bucket in a random hash table is chosen for plain LGD. Therefore, if a mini-batch of m samples is needed for every iteration and the first matching bucket LGD find has n points, in our implementation, LGD can sample m examples from that bucket when m < n. Otherwise, LGD will continue sampling from matching buckets in other hash tables until n samples have been collected or all hash tables have been visited.
C Variance Analysis Proofs
Theorem 3. In this section, we first prove that our estimator of the gradient is unbiased with lower variance than SGD for most real datasets. Denote S b as the bucket that contains a set of samples which has the same hash value (same bucket) as the query and x m is the chosen sample in Algorithm 2. For simplicity we denote the query as θ t and p i = cp(x i , θ t ) K (1 − cp(x i , θ t ) K ) l−1 as the probability
SGD Testing Loss
LGD Testing Loss (b) Slice
LGD Testing Loss (e) SliceLGD (red lines) and plain SGD (blue lines) on three datasets. We can see the gap between them representing LGD converge faster than SGD even in time wise. Subplots (d)(e)(f) shows the results for same comparisons but in epoch wise. We can see that LGD converges even faster than SGD.
of x i belonging to that bucket.
Proof.
Also note that
Then, 
SGD+adaGrad Training Loss
LGD+adaGrad Training Loss (a) YearPredictionMSD
LGD+adaGrad Training Loss (b) Slice0 5000 10000 15000LGD+adaGrad (red lines) and SGD+adaGrad (blue lines) separately in three datasets. We can again see the similar gap between them representing LGD converge faster than SGD in time wise. Subplots (d)(e)(f) show the results for same comparisons but in epoch wise. We can see that LGD converges even faster than SGD.
Theorem 4. The Trace of the covariance of our estimator is:
∇f (x i , θ t )) 2 2 (16)
SGD+adaGrad Testing Loss
LGD+adaGrad Testing Loss (f) UJIIndoorLoc Figure 13 : In subplots (a)(b)(c), the comparisons of Wall clock testing loss convergence are made between LGD+adaGrad (red lines) and SGD+adaGrad (blue lines) separately in three datasets. We can see the big gap between them representing LGD converge faster than SGD in time wise. Subplots (d)(e)(f) show the results for same comparisons but in epoch wise.
Lemma 2. The Trace of the covariance of LSD's estimator is smaller than that of SGD's estimator if
Proof. The trace of covariance of regular SGD is
By 16 and 18, one can easily derive that T r(Σ(Est)) < T r(Σ(Est )) when 17 satisfies.
C.0.1 LGD for Logistic Regression
Similarly we can derive LGD for logistic regression. The loss function of logistic regression can be written as,
and the gradient is, ∇L(θ) i = − x i y i e yiθxi + 1 ∇L(θ) i =
x i e yiθxi + 1 = 1 e yiθxi + 1 Therefore,
We can save y i x i in the hash tables and use −θ i as query.
D More Details for Experiment Section
Linear regression experiments used the same three large regression dataset, in the area of musical chronometry, clinical computed tomography, and WiFi-signal localization, respectively. For deep learning experiments, two NLP benchmarks were used. The dataset descriptions and our experiment results are as follows:
YearPredictionMSD: [22] The dataset contains 515,345 instances subset of the Million Song Dataset with dimension 90. We respect the original train/test split, first 463,715 examples for training and the remaining 51,630 examples for testing, to avoid the 'producer effect' by making sure no song from a given artist ends up in both the train and test set.
Slice: [22] The data was retrieved from a set of 53,500 CT images from 74 different patients. It contains 385 features. We use 42,800 instances as training set and the rest 10,700 instances as the testing set.
UJIIndoorLoc: [32] The database covers three buildings of Universitat Jaume I with 4 or more floors and almost 110,000 m 2 . It is a collection of 21,048 indoor location information with 529 attributes containing the WiFi fingerprint, the coordinates where it was taken, and other useful information. We equally split the total instances for training and testing.
MRPC: [12] . The dataset is a corpus of sentence pairs automatically extracted from online news sources. It has 4,078 instances with 90% training and 10% validation data.
RTE:
[33] . Each example in these datasets consists of a premise sentence and a hypothesis sentence, gathered from various online news sources. The task is to predict if the premise entails the hypothesis. It has 2,769 instances with 90% training and 10% validation data.
E Implementation details for the experiments on BERT
BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers uses unidirectional language models for pretraining. For sequence level classification task, BERT can output the final hidden state for the first token in the input as the fixed-dimensional pooled representation of the input sequence. Then for the fine-tuning task, we only need to add an extra classification layer to the BERT model and retrain the overall model jointly. To adapt LGD in fine-tuning tasks in BERT, the fixed-dimensional pooled representation output by BERT pre-trained model are pre-processed in LSH hash tables. During the fine-tuning process, the representations do not change drastically in every iteration so we can periodically update them in hash tables. Furthermore, similar to LGD in linear regression tasks, the parameters in the classification layer are used as queries for sampling the next batch samples.
